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In testing systems with distributed interfaces/ports we may place a separate
tester at each port. It is known that this approach can introduce controllability
problems which have received much attention in testing from finite state machines.
Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) form an alternative, commonly used, language
for modelling distributed systems. However, controllability problems in testing
from MSCs have not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper, controllability
problems in MSC test cases are analysed with three notions of observability: local,
tester and global. We identify two types of controllability problem in MSC-based
testing. It transpires that each type of controllability problem is related to a type
of MSC pathology. Controllability problems of timing are caused by races but not
every race causes controllability problems; controllability problems of choice are
caused by non-local choices and not every non-local choice causes controllability
problems. We show that some controllability problems of timing are avoidable
and some controllability problems of choices can be overcome when testers have
better observational power. Algorithms are provided to tackle both types of
controllability problems. Finally, we show how one can overcome controllability
problems using a coordination service with status messages based on algorithms
developed in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Message Sequence Charts (MSCs) are a specification
language suitable for describing the behaviour of
distributed systems [1]. MSCs have become increasingly
popular in the telecommunications and software
industries and are widely used for requirements
analysis, system design and formal verification [2, 3,
4, 5]. Sequence Diagrams (SDs), from the UML, are
similar.
Model Based Testing (MBT) is a technique that
automates the processes of test generation and
execution on the basis of a model of the System
Under Test (SUT). There has been much interest in
MBT from both academia and industry [6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] and recent experience suggests
that there can be significant resultant benefits [16].
However, there has been relatively little work on testing
from MSCs [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. This is in contrast
to other popular behaviour models such as Finite
State Machines (FSMs) and Input/Output Labelled
Transition Systems (IOLTSs) [22, 23, 24, 25]. This
seems surprising since there has been much interest in
the use of MSCs and analysing MSCs to, for example,
find pathologies [26, 4, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. As MSCs
are popular in modelling distributed systems, they have
the potential to play an important role in MBT for
distributed systems including systems based on grid and
cloud technologies.
In our previous research [33], a formal conformance
test framework was derived for testing from MSCs.
Since MSCs model behaviours of multiple users and
processes within the SUT, it leads to a complex test
architecture in which there are multiple testers and
system processes. Testers are used to simulate the
users’ behaviour in testing with an MSC architecture.
In addition, testers may only have limited observability
of the events that occur on system processes. Three
different notions of observability, local, tester and
global, were discussed [33]. When running MSC test
cases with a limited observability, it is observed that
testers may not be able to assure that the input to
the SUT follows the given test cases. We say these
are controllability problems in MSC-based testing. This
problem has been investigated for other types of models
with different test assumptions [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39,
40, 41].
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The concept of controllability problems in distributed
testing was first explored in the context of testing
from a Deterministic Finite State Machine (DFSM) and
in the situation in which the SUT interacts with its
environment at two physically distributed interfaces,
called ports [41, 36, 37]. It is assumed that the tester
at a port p only observes the input and output at p and
so cannot be aware of events at the other port. When
testing from a DFSM M , a test sequence is a sequence
σ = x1/y1, . . . , xk/yk of input/output pairs that is the
label of a path of M that starts at the initial state of
M . In distributed testing, if there are m > 1 ports
then an output yi is an m-tuple where the pth value of
yi denotes the (possibly null) output sent to port p in
yi. Let us suppose that there are two ports and we wish
to apply a test sequence that involves the input of x1
at port 1, this should lead to output y1 at port 1 and
then the tester at port 2 should supply input x2. The
problem here is that x2 should be received by the SUT
after the input/output pair x1/(y1,−) but the tester at
port 2 does not observe either the input or output from
this pair and so cannot know when to send x2. Thus,
the testers cannot guarantee that the correct test is run
and an apparent failure might be the result of a correct
SUT receiving input in the wrong order.
When testing from a DFSM, a sequence σ =
x1/y1, . . . , xk/yk of input/output pairs is considered to
be controllable if for all 1 < i ≤ k, the tester to supply
the input xi knows when to send this input. This is
the case if and only if for all 1 < i ≤ k we have that
the tester to send xi either sent xi−1 or observed an
output in yi−1. If this property does not hold for a test
sequence σ = x1/y1, . . . , xk/yk then σ is said to have
a controllability problem. There has been significant
interest in distributed testing from a DFSM and most
work has either tried to avoid controllability problems
[42, 35, 39, 43] or to add coordination messages between
testers in order to overcome controllability problems
[34, 44].
Most of the work on controllability problems in
distributed testing has considered this in the context
of testing from a DFSM. However, many distributed
systems are non-deterministic and for such systems
DFSM models are not suitable. While there has
been some work on testing from a non-deterministic
FSM [45] or an IOLTS [46], MSCs and SDs provide
alternative but popular formalisms. Despite this,
it appears that controllability problems have not
previously been investigated for testing from such
formalisms. When considering controllability problems
in an MSC specification, the specification might either
be a system model or it might model a proposed test
scenario. For example, [17, 18] use MSCs as the
behaviour model and generate test cases from them, but
[19, 20] generally use MSCs to describe test purposes
and test cases are generated in the form of TTCN (Tree
and Tabular Combined Notation).
In this paper we analyse controllability problems
in testing from MSCs under different types of
observability. Except the discussions in Section 8, we
assume that all the communications are asynchronous
and non-FIFO. We give a definition of controllability
problems based on whether MSC test cases lead to
problematic test scenarios. In addition, two types of
controllability problems are identified: controllability
problems of timing and controllability problems of
choice. Interestingly, we show that controllability
problems of timing are related to the race pathology
of MSCs [4] and controllability problems of choice are
related to the non-local choice pathology [47]. Based on
definitions of the two types of controllability problems,
we build formal relationships between MSC pathologies
and controllability problems. These relationships show
that there is potential to adapt previous algorithms
regarding MSC pathologies to deal with controllability
problems in MSCs. Indeed, we give polynomial
time algorithms (Algorithms 1 and 3) that capture
controllability problems in testing from MSCs based on
algorithms originally given in [4, 48, 31] for detecting
race and non-local choice, respectively.
It is shown that some controllability problems of
timing are avoidable by introducing an enforced order
between a pair of observable events when testers have
a better observational power than local observability.
An algorithm (Algorithm 2) is given to find the
races that lead to unavoidable controllability problems
of timing under a given type of observability. It
is also observed that some controllability problems
of choice under local observability no longer exist
when testers have better observabilities. We say
that avoidable controllability problems of timing and
reducible controllability problems of choice can be
overcome. Consequently, a solution is proposed to
overcome such controllability problems. We discuss the
technique of implementing a coordination service with
the support of status messages based on the knowledge
of the controllability problems that can be overcome.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
In the next section, we introduce MSCs, the MSC
test architecture and notions of observability for MSC
testers. Based on the MSC test architecture, the
definition of test case is derived to fit the multiple
types of observability in Section 3. In Section 4,
controllability problems in MSC test cases are analysed
and defined. In addition, two subtypes of controllability
problem are introduced. Section 5 analyses the
relationship between controllability problems of timing
and race. In Section 6, the relationship between
controllability problems of choice and non-local choice
is analysed. We then propose a solution to overcome
controllability problems using a coordination service
and status messages in Section 7. Section 8 provides
a brief discussion on adapting the results in Section 5
and 6 when communications are FIFO. Finally, Section
9 presents conclusions and future work.
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FIGURE 1. An MSC
2. PRELIMINARIES
In the first part of this section we briefly introduce
MSCs and focus on the core constructs. We refer the
reader to [1] for further information regarding MSCs. In
the second part, we introduce the testing architecture
and three possible types of observability in the MSC
conformance test framework first given in [33].
2.1. MSCs
The graphical form of MSCs is straightforward as shown
in Figure 1. A process in a distributed system is
represented by a vertical line. Messages are horizontal
or sloped lines exchanged between the processes and the
direction of a message is denoted by the arrow at the
end of the line. Events, usually only the sending and the
receiving of messages, are represented by the end points
of messages. Time progresses from top to bottom along
the vertical lines [1].1
Definition 2.1. (MSCs) An MSC M is a tuple
〈E,C,P, l,msg,<〉 in which E is a set of events, C
is the message alphabet and P = {P1, . . . , Pn} is a set
of processes. The set E is partitioned into a set S of
send events and a set R of receive events (E = S ∪ R)
and l : E 7→ A is a labelling function. We use
send(i, j,m) to represent the sending of message m
from Pi to Pj and receive(i, j,m) the receiving of the
corresponding message2. We define A = AS∪AR where
AS = {send(i, j,m) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n ∧ m ∈ C} and
AR = {receive(i, j,m) : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n ∧ m ∈ C}. We
use Ai to represent the set of labels on process Pi and
msg : S 7→ R is a bijection from send to receive events,
matching each send with its corresponding receive, the
inverse mapping being msg−1 : R 7→ S. We also use
a helper mapping p : E 7→ [1, n] that maps each event
e ∈ E to the index of the process on which e occurs.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is a total order <i on the
events of process Pi such that the transitive closure of
the relation < =˙
⋃
1≤i≤n <i ∪ {(s,msg(s)) : s ∈ S} is
1Coregion is not considered in this paper. However, the main
results of this paper are capable of dealing with MSCs with
coregions, because an MSC with coregions can be transformed
to a set of MSCs without coregions.
2We will use !m and ?m as abbreviations of send(i, j,m) and
receive(i, j,m), respectively, where i, j are clear.
a partial order on E, namely the visual order (<∗).
Example (Event, label and visual order of an
MSC) Consider MSC M1 in Figure 1.3 The sending
of m1 is an event e on process U1 and this has label
send(U1, P1,m1) in A. There is an event e′ with label
receive(U1, P1,m1) such that msg(e) = e′ and e <∗ e′.
The event of receiving of m7 on U1 is preceded under
<∗ by the sending of m1 and the receiving of m4.
Throughout this paper, we discuss MSCs under
the non-degeneracy condition. Non-degeneracy means
that degenerate MSCs are not allowed. An MSC is
degenerate if two send events e1 and e2 exist such
that l(e1) = l(e2), e1 < e2 and msg(e2) < msg(e1).
Based on the non-degeneracy condition, a word w =
w1 · · ·w|E| over the alphabet A is a word of an MSC
M if there exists a total order e1 · · · e|E| of the events
in E such that whenever ei < ej we have i < j, and
for 1 ≤ i ≤ |E|, wi = l(ei). The word is well-formed
if for each receive event there is a corresponding send
event and is complete if all send events have matching
receives. For an MSC M , the language of M , L(M), is
the set of all words of M [48].
In this paper, we consider MSC specifications that
contain a finite number of MSCs.
Definition 2.2. (MSC Specification) An MSC
specification, M is a finite set of k MSCs M1, . . . ,Mk
in which Mj has event set Ej, message alphabet Cj
and set Pj of processes and E1, · · · , Ek are disjoint.
E = ⋃kj=1Ej is the sets of events of M; χ = ⋃kj=1 Cj
is the message alphabet of M; ψ = ⋃kj=1 Pj is the set
of processes in M.
The language of an MSC specification is the union of
the languages of all MSCs inM, L(M) = ⋃kj=1 L(Mj).
We note that the message alphabets and process names
of different MSCs in an MSC specification need not be
disjoint. From an MSC specification M, the process
behaviour of Pi can be derived from L(M), namely the
process language.
Definition 2.3. (Process Language) The process
language at Pi of an MSC specification M is the
projection of L(M) onto Pi, denoted L(M)|Ai.
In Definition 2.3, | is used as the projection operator
which only keeps letters in alphabet Ai and removes
others from the words of the language. For an MSC
specification, it is clear that there may be multiple
possible behaviours that can be chosen from after a
common prefix for a process. Let pref(L) represent
the set of prefixes of words from language L, possible
behaviours form choices which are defined as follows.
Definition 2.4. (Choice [31]) Given an MSC
specification M and process Pi, a choice on Pi is a
3In this paper, U∗ and P∗ may be used to represent user and
system processes in figures, respectively.
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FIGURE 2. An example of controllability problems of choice
triple (w, x, y), where w ∈ pref(L(M)|Ai), x, y ∈ Ai
and x 6= y such that wx,wy ∈ pref(L(M)|Ai).
Example (Choice) Consider MSC specification M1
formed by M1 and M2 shown in Figure 2. There is a
choice, (ε, !m1, ?m4), on process U1. Here, ε represents
the empty word. This choice on U1 means that, from
the start, U1 can choose to sendm1 or wait for incoming
m4.
2.2. Testing from MSCs
Conformance testing is about checking whether the
behaviour of a system conforms to the corresponding
specification. An MSC specification generally involves
multiple user and system processes. For testing
from MSC specifications, testers thus simulate the
users’ behaviour according to the specification and
check the conformance by comparing the observation
of the SUT to the system behaviour described by
the specification. In MSCs, a system process may
communicate with many users and other system
processes through channels set up between each pair
of these entities. Therefore, the SUT described by
the MSC specification contains multiple subsystems,
each subsystem has multiple ports and a tester may
communicate with any of the ports.
SUT
Tester 1
Tester 2
MSC test architecture
A traditional distributed 
test architecture
Border 
channels
User channels
Internal 
channels
Tester
Subsystem
Coordinate channels
FIGURE 3. Distributed test architectures
The traditional distributed test architecture is
shown on the right-hand side of Figure 3 [38, 39,
40] in which the SUT has two distributed ports
each of which communicates with only one tester.
It is clear that the SUT described by an MSC
specification requires a more complex test environment.
Therefore the MSC test architecture, shown on the
left-hand side of Figure 3, was developed [33]. In
the MSC test architecture, triangles are used to
represent system processes and squares are used to
represent testers. Interactions between entities are
transmitted through communications channels. The
communications channels are divided into three groups:
border, user and internal channels which correspond
to channels between one user process and one system
process, two user processes and two system processes,
respectively. The groups of channels are represented
by concentric circles in the test architecture given in
Figure 3. The inner circle denotes the internal channels;
the first ring out from the inner circle denotes border
channels; the second ring denotes the user channels.
Real channels may be set up for pairs of entities.
In addition to these three types of channels, there
may be coordination channels between the testers and
these allow them to exchange coordination messages.
In Figure 3, coordination channels are represented by
the outer ring in the architecture. These differ from
user channels since messages exchanged in coordination
channels are not from the MSCs; they are included
in order to assist the test execution. When there
are distributed testers, the observational power of a
single tester depends upon the testing infrastructure
used. For example, the separate testers may be
able to communication through coordination channels
and testing might use a specific technology such as
monitoring systems [49]. In this paper, we discuss
controllability problems based on three notions of
observability.
• Local observability: a tester can only observe
events on its process due to the distributed testing
architecture.
• Tester observability: in addition to the events on
itself, one tester shares the information with other
testers by communication through coordination
channels.
• Global observability: testers can observe all events
including those on processes within the SUT.
3. MSC TEST CASES
Test cases can be derived from an MSC specification
to check whether the behaviour of the SUT conforms
to the specification. Individual testers in an MSC test
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architecture obtain verdicts, such as pass and fail, by
comparing their observations to the specification.
As mentioned in Section 2, testers in the MSC test
architecture may have different types of observability.
For a tester, the observation of a test run varies with
different types of observability.
Example (Types of observability) Consider a test
run following MSC M1 given in Figure 1, with testers
T1 and T2 simulating user processes U1 and U2,
respectively. With local observability, T2 can observe
events ?m3 and !m5. In addition to ?m3 and !m5,
T2 can also observe !m1 and ?m4 and ?m7 with tester
observability since testers share information. If T2 has
global observability, all events in M1 can be observed
by T2.
Consequently, the set of possible valid observable
sequences of the SUT changes with the type of
observability; the word that captures an execution of
the SUT may conform to an element of L(M) under
one notion of observability but not another. For MSC
specification M with a tester simulating process Pi,
L(M) is the set of the desirable observations of a
tester with global observability. If the tester has local
observability, a word of process language L(M)|Ai
describes a valid observation. Let P1, .., Pk be the set of
user processes and Au =
⋃k
1 Ai be the alphabet on user
processes. With tester observability, the set of valid
observable sequences is L(M)|Au. Obviously, global
observability gives the testers the greatest ability to
distinguish between the behaviours of the SUT and the
specification.
To give a unified definition, a test case for
MSC-based testing is defined based on the possible
observable sequences from each participating tester.
The observation of every tester in a test run should
conform to the MSC specification and otherwise the
SUT fails the test. Let Ai denote the observable
alphabet of the tester simulating user process Pi.
Alphabet Ai changes with the type of observability.
For example, Ai = Ai with local observability; Ai =
Au with tester observability and Ai = A with global
observability. The set of observable sequences for the
tester under a type of observability can be formalised as
the projection of the MSC language on Ai and we call
this the tester language. We denote the tester language
of user process Pi as Li = L(M)|Ai. A tester language
Li is the process language if we have local observability;
Li is L(M)|Au with tester observability and Li is L(M)
with global observability. The notion of a test case can
be formally defined as follows.
Definition 3.1. (MSC Test Case) Given an MSC
specification M with k user processes {P1, ..., Pk}, 1 ≤
i ≤ k, an MSC test case of M is a group of tester
languages T = (L1, ..., Lk). 4
4For both tester and global observabilities, L1 = L2 = ... =
U1 U2P1
m1
m2
M1
U1 U2P1
m1
m3
M2
FIGURE 4. Controllability problems of timing
This definition says that, in executing a test case,
each tester follows its tester language. This means
that only ‘sensible’ positive (send) events can happen.
From the other perspective, this also means that a
tester can make a decision on a choice according to the
tester language, simply because any decision on a choice
conforms to the tester language.
The verdicts of test runs are given by all testers. Each
tester gives pass verdicts if its observations conform to
its tester language, otherwise fail verdicts are given.
4. CONTROLLABILITY PROBLEMS
According to the definition of an MSC test case, testers
can provide the input to and wait for the output
from the SUT following the test specification (tester
language). One question is whether this is enough
to assure that all testers behave properly and provide
desirable input to the SUT. We will see that a tester
might not have enough information to ensure that it
makes correct decisions.
The time between behaviours of a tester is not
normally defined in an MSC specification. So, in a test
run, if a tester on process Pi is to supply an input then
it might do so immediately or choose a delay. We will
see that the overall behaviour of the test run can depend
on the delay. In addition a tester may confront choices
(Definition 2.4). Some options of choices may lead to
problematic test scenarios.
The first problem is that, due to the absence of the
information on transmission time in MSCs, there are
cases where messages from the testers arrive at the SUT
in a wrong order. As a result, even if all testers follow
their tester languages, an observed failure may not be
caused by implementation problems of the SUT but by
an error in the order in which messages from testers are
received.
Example (Problem of timing) Consider the test
case for the MSC M1 given in Figure 4. Here two
testers U1 and U2 should send messages m1 and m2
respectively to process P1 of the SUT. According to
the specification M1, message m1 should arrive at P1
before message m2. With local or tester observability,
Lk. In these cases, the definition can be simplified. However, the
given definition has a unified form and supports possible fine-
grained types of observabilities in complex distributed testing
environments.
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FIGURE 5. Another example of controllability problems of choice
U2 cannot know when P1 receives m1. Therefore,
it is possible that the testers send their messages as
desired but m2 arrives at P1 before m1 in a test run.
Another example is given in M2 shown in the same
figure. In this example, two messages are sent from
tester U1. As described in M2, m1 should arrive before
m3. The problems is that the tester simulating U1
cannot assure that m3 always arrives after m1, because
m3 may overtake m1 in a test run.
Another type of problem can occur when a tester Ti
has made a choice on a send event according to its tester
language, but this choice is forbidden as a result of a
previous decision made by another process Pj . The
problem is that the tester Ti cannot be aware of the
choice made by Pj . In such a situation, a decision
by Ti regarding a choice that involves the sending of
a message may lead to test scenarios that violate the
MSC specification.
Example (Problem of choice) Consider MSC
specification M1 containing MSCs M1 and M2 shown
in Figure 2, the valid test runs described by M1
are !m1?m2 and !m3?m4. Let us suppose that the
tester simulating U1 chooses to send m1. The choice
between sending of m3 and receiving of m2 is non-
deterministic for U2 under local observability since the
tester simulating U2 cannot know what has been sent
from U1. M3 thus can be the actual run of the test
case and M3 is obviously an undesirable test scenario.
Another example is given in Figure 5 that shows the
MSC specification M2 with two MSCs M1 and M2.
The non-deterministic choice happens after U2 receives
m2 with local observability. U2 cannot decide whether
to send m3 or m5 since U2 does not know what has
been sent from U1 to P1. Therefore, M3 can be the
test run which is undesirable.
Base on these observations, we define the problematic
test scenarios as follows.
Definition 4.1. (Problematic Test Scenario)
Given an MSC specification M with alphabet A, wa,
where a = l(f), is a problematic test scenario if wa is
a well-formed word such that w ∈ pref(L(M)) and:
• (Type 1) f ∈ R is on a system process Pi
and is sent from a user process and wa|Ai /∈
pref(L(M)|Ai);
M1 M2
U1 P1
m1
m2
U1 P1
m2
M3
U1 P1
m1
m2
m1
FIGURE 6. A non-local choice causes no controllability
problems
• or (Type 2) f ∈ S, f is on a user process Pj,
wa|Aj ∈ pref(Lj) and wa /∈ pref(L(M)).
Example (Type 1 problematic scenario) In the
MSC M1 given in Figure 4, two testers U1 and
U2 should send messages m1 and m2 respectively.
However, U2 cannot know when to send its message
in order to ensure that P1 receives m2 after m1. Based
on Definition 4.1, !m1!m2?m2 can be the problematic
test scenario and we have w =!m1!m2 and a =?m2.
Example (Type 2 problematic scenario) Let the
testers have local observability in Figure 5, where U1
and U2 have choices in MSC specification M2 that
contains M1 and M2. The problem is that U2 has
to decide whether to send m3 or m5 after receiving
m2. In this case, we have two combinations of w and a
that satisfy Definition 4.1: one is w =!m1?m1!m2?m2
and a =!m5; the other is w =!m4?m4!m2?m2 and
a =!m3.
It is required that f ∈ S (sending of a message) in
Type 2 problematic test scenarios. Receive events are
ruled out based on a common assumption in research
on formal conformance testing: testers cannot block
output from the SUT [46]. The undesired incoming
messages to testers may lead to scenarios violating the
MSC specification, but the resultant scenarios are not
controllable for testers. Therefore, they are excluded
from problematic test scenarios.
Example (Explanation of the sending of message
requirement) Consider MSC specification M3 with
two MSCs, M1 and M2 shown in Figure 6, in which
there is a possibility that system process P1 decides to
send m1 then m2 but m2 overtakes m1 and arrives at
user process U1 first. This scenario is shown in M3
in the same figure. The tester simulating U1 cannot
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decide that M3 is a problematic run since the receiving
of m2 is described by M2. However, M3 already
violates the specification since M3 is not described by
the specification. Obviously, M3 is not controllable for
the tester in this case.
The relationship between the two types of problem-
atic test scenario are stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Type 1 and Type 2 problematic
test scenarios are disjoint.
Proof. This follows immediately from the event f ,
where a = l(f), in the problematic scenario wa being a
receive event in a Type 1 scenario and a send event in
a Type 2 scenario.
Controllability problems of MSC test cases lead to
problematic test scenarios and are results of design
problems in MSC specifications.
Definition 4.2. (Controllability Problems of
MSC Test Cases) Given an MSC specificationM, its
MSC test case T has controllability problems if there can
be problematic test scenarios even if each tester follows
its tester language.
Both designers and testers can benefit from tech-
niques that detect and avoid controllability problems.
For system designers, it is desirable to avoid specific
types of controllability problems and this might be
achieved by detecting the corresponding types of de-
sign problems at an early stage. Testers can benefit
explicitly when parts of designs are being considered as
potential test cases. Interestingly, in the following sec-
tions we show that controllability problems in MSC test
cases are highly related to two types of MSC patholo-
gies: race and non-local choice [4, 28, 31]. Therefore,
we investigate the relationships between controllability
problems and the existing research on MSC pathologies
[50, 26].
5. CONTROLLABILITY PROBLEMS OF
TIMING
In this section, we first give definitions of controllability
problems of timing and of race in an MSC and in
an MSC specification. Based on these definitions, we
derive the relationship between race and controllability
problems of timing. It is also shown that some
controllability problems caused by races can be avoided
by introducing enforced orders between observable
events. Finally, algorithms are provided to check
whether a test case of an MSC specification has
controllability problems of timing and whether the
controllability problems can be overcome.
As mentioned in Section 4, controllability problems
can be classified by the types of problematic test
scenarios that they cause. The Type 1 problematic test
scenarios are caused by the testers not knowing when
U1 U2P1
m1
m2
M1
U1 U2P1
m2
m1
M2
FIGURE 7. Races in an MSC specification
to send input. Therefore, we call them controllability
problems of timing.
Definition 5.1. (Controllability Problems of
Timing) Given an MSC specification M, its MSC test
case T has controllability problems of timing if testers
may lead to Type 1 problematic test scenarios.
5.1. Race
Race in an MSC defines discrepancies between two
orders: the visual order and the enforced order. This
means that the visual order between some events
cannot be assured in executions. The enforced order
depends on the underlying communication system [4].
In this paper, since we assume that communications
between processes are asynchronous and non-FIFO,
enforced order among the events in MSCs is the same
as that produced when making no assumptions on
communication systems. In both situations, causalities
are the only constraints on the orders among the events
in MSCs. The causalities are defined by the sending of
a message always being before the receiving of the same
message and a send event on some process always being
after the events visually above it on the same process.
So the enforced order of an MSC is defined as follows.
Definition 5.2. (Enforced Order) Given an MSC
M with set E of events, the transitive closure of the
relation,  =˙{(x, y) ∈<: y = msg(x)∨ (y ∈ S ∧ p(x) =
p(y))}, is a partial order on E, namely the enforced
order (∗).
Races in an MSC are defined as follows [4].
Definition 5.3. (Race in an MSC) Events e and
f from process Pi in MSC M are said to be in a race,
denoted as [e, f ], if e <∗ f but not e∗ f .
However, races in an MSC specification are not the
union of the races in each member MSC of the MSC
specification.
Example (Race in an MSC specification) Con-
sider MSC specification M4 with two member MSC
M1 and M2 shown in Figure 7. In each MSC, the
event pair, ?m1 and ?m2, forms a race on process P1,
but no matter whether m2 arrives before m1 or the con-
verse situation happens, they are both allowed by the
specification M4.
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Therefore, a race in an MSC specification should
first be a race of a member MSC and, in addition the
problematic scenario caused by the race should not be
described by the specification. The definition of race in
MSC specifications is as follows and was first given in
[32].
Definition 5.4. (Race in MSC Specifications)
Let us assume that M is an MSC specification and
e, f are two events on process Pi. [e, f ] is a race
of M if [e, f ] is a race in some member MSC M of
M such that uau′b ∈ pref(L(M)|Ai) where a = l(e),
b = l(f) and u, u′ are two words in alphabet Ai and
ub /∈ pref(L(M)|Ai).
In the definition, uau′b represents a prefix of the
projection of M on process Pi. It contains the labels
of the two events which form race [e, f ]. ub is the
projection of a partial scenario M ′ in which f overtakes
e. M ′ is therefore the problematic scenario caused by
the race [e, f ].
5.2. Race and controllability problems
Race causes controllability problems of timing.
Example (Controllability problem and race) Let
us reconsider the examples given in Figure 4. The
controllability problems in M1 and M2 are actually
caused by races in those MSCs. [?m1, ?m2] is a race in
M1 since ?m1 <∗?m2 but ?m1 6∗?m2 and [?m1, ?m3]
is a race in M2 since ?m1 <∗?m3 but ?m1 6∗?m3.
Not every race in MSCs causes controllability
problems. A race will not cause a controllability
problem if the second event of the race is a system
process receiving a message that is sent from a system
process.
Example (Race not causing controllability prob-
lems 1) [?m2, ?m3] is a race of MSC M1 in Figure 8
which may lead to a new scenario in which m3 arrives
before m2. The actions of the testers does not influence
this and the SUT may contain mechanisms that ensure
that such a scenario cannot occur.
In addition, if a race is on a user process, it will
not cause controllability problems but may cause a fail
verdict.
Example (Race not causing controllability prob-
lems 2) [?m4, ?m5] is a race of MSC M2 in Figure 8
which may lead to a scenario in which m5 overtakes m4.
This undesired behaviour is observable for tester U1. If
this occurs then U1 will give a failure verdict to the test
run since the observations are not consistent with the
specification.
We can conclude the relationship between races and
controllability problems of timing as follows.
m3
U1 P1 P2
m1
M1
m2
U1 P1 P2
m1
M2
m2
m4
m4
m5
FIGURE 8. Races but no controllability problems
Proposition 5.1. A test case T of the MSC
specification M has controllability problems of timing
if and only if there is a race [e, f ] of M on a system
process Pi such that msg
−1(f) is on a user process.
Proof. First let us suppose that the test case T of M
causes no Type 1 problematic test scenarios; we then
prove that there is no race [e, f ] in M on a system
process Pi such that msg
−1(f) is on a user process. We
will use proof by contradiction. Let us assume that M
causes no Type 1 problematic test scenarios but there
is a race [e, f ] of M on a system process Pi such that
msg−1(f) is on a user process. Let us use word wbuau′
to represent M where w, u and u′ are three words on
alphabet A, a = l(f) and b = l(e). Since [e, f ] is a
race ofM, all events after e (including e) on Pi are not
enforced before f . Therefore, ua represents a scenario
M ′ which is well-formed. According to Definition 5.4,
L(M ′)|Ai /∈ pref(L(M)|Ai). M ′ is thus a Type 1
problematic test scenario. This gives a contradiction
as required.
For the converse direction, let us suppose that M
does not contain a race [e, f ] ofM on a system process
Pi such that msg
−1(f) is on a user process; we then
show that T has no Type 1 problematic test scenarios.
We will use proof by contradiction: assume that the test
case of M causes a Type 1 problematic test scenario
which can be represented by wa where a = l(f).
According to the definition of Type 1 problematic test
scenarios, f ∈ R happens on a system process Pi such
that w is a prefix of L(M) but well-formed wa is not.
Notice that every MSC M in M that contains f and
has prefix w can be represented by a well-formed and
complete word wuau′, where u and u′ are two words
on alphabet A. We then have wuau′|Ai ∈ L(M)|Ai.
In addition, since wa /∈ pref(L(M)), wua|Ai 6= wa|Ai
and so u|Ai 6= ε. This means that in M there is at
least an event x on Pi that happens immediately after
the event sequence corresponding to w|Ai but before f .
Because wa is well-formed, msg−1(f) corresponds to a
letter in w and so we have that x 6<∗ msg−1(f) and
x 6= msg−1(f). Therefore [x, f ] is a race of M . Because
wa|Ai /∈ pref(L(M)|Ai), [x, f ] is a race of M. This
provides a contradiction as required.
This proposition says that only a special type of race
leads to controllability problems. The race [e, f ] should
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FIGURE 9. Controllability problems of timing and
observabilities
happen on a system process and event f is the receiving
of message m which is sent from a user process.
Another interesting observation is that sometimes
testers have the ability to avoid Type 1 problematic
test scenarios.
Example (Avoidable controllability problem of
timing) Consider the MSC M1 given in Figure 9 in
which there is a race [!m3, ?m4] on P2. This race causes
a controllability problem for U2 with local observability
since U2 cannot guarantee that m4 arrives after the
sending of m3. However, with tester observability, this
problem can be resolved for U2 by waiting for the
observation of ?m3. This is because ?m3 happens on
U1 and events on U1 can be observed by U2 according
to tester observability. Waiting for ?m3 introduces an
enforced order between !m3 and ?m4, so no problematic
test scenarios will happen.
This example shows that a controllability problem
caused by a race [e, f ] can be overcome by testers if
[e, f ] satisfies the following conditions: there is an event
x which is after e in the enforced order; x is not after
the sending event msg−1(f) in the visual order; and
x can be observed by the tester. In other words, the
technique actually prunes the Type 1 problematic test
scenarios by introducing enforced orders between tester
observable events.
However, not all controllability problems can be
avoided with tester observability.
Example (Unavoidable controllability problem
of timing) Considering MSC M2 given in Figure 9
in which [?m2, ?m4] is a race on P2. This race causes a
controllability problem that is not avoidable with tester
observability. U2 still cannot decide when to send m4
since ?m2 is a system event which is not observable for
U2 with tester observability.
We define avoidable controllability problems of
timing as follows.
Definition 5.5. (Avoidable Controllability
Problems of Timing) The controllability problems of
timing caused by race [e, f ] are avoidable if there are
two observable events e′ and f ′ where e′ 6∗ f ′ such
that we have e ∗ f after we introduce enforced order
between e′ and f ′.
Based on Definition 5.5, we have the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.2. The controllability problems of
timing caused by race [e, f ] can be avoided if any event
in {e} ∪ {x ∈ E : e ∗ x ∧ msg−1(f) 6<∗ x} is
observable.
Proof. Let the observable event in {e} ∪ {x ∈ E :
e ∗ x ∧ msg−1(f) 6<∗ x} be y. An enforced order
between y and msg−1(f) can be introduced since both
events are tester observable. This leads to e∗ f since
y ∗ msg−1(f). Therefore, e is no longer a race with
f . The proposition is established.
Based on Proposition 5.2, if testers have global
observability, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3. All controllability problems of
timing can be avoided with global observability.
Proof. This proposition follows from Proposition 5.2
and the fact that all events are observable with global
observability.
5.3. Algorithms
We provide two algorithms to solve the following
problems: detecting races that cause controllability
problems of timing in an MSC test case (Algorithm 1);
if there are controllability problems of timing, deciding
whether they can be avoided (Algorithm 2).
Our algorithms are based on the race detection
algorithm for an MSC [4]. The original algorithm
calculates the enforced order between any two events
in an MSC M with n events. The result is stored in
an n× n matrix C. Its first step is generating an index
for each of the n events such that the numbering of the
events defines a total order which is consistent with the
visual order. In our algorithms, we will reuse the index
generated for each event in the original algorithm.
Algorithm 1 first constructs automata for process
languages for checking whether races of member MSCs
are races of the specification. In the beginning of
the outer level loop, the algorithm detects all races
in each member MSC and stores them in R (Line 4),
then the races of an MSC that are on system process
and have the second event sent from a user process
are picked for further validation (Line 6). Function
isRaceOfSpec in Line 7 is used to check whether the
race of a member MSC is a race of the specification.
This is necessary because Definition 5.4 rules out the
races of member MSCs which do not cause problematic
scenarios. Function isRaceOfSpec can be achieved as
follows. Let us suppose that [e, f ] is a race on Pi
based on M of specification M. A word ub can be
constructed, where b = l(f) fromM . If ub is not a prefix
of pref(L(M)|Ai), isRaceOfSpec returns true otherwise
false.
The correctness of Algorithm 1 is stated in the
following proposition.
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Input: M
Output: R′
/*Races that lead to controllability
problems. */
Initialise R′1
Construct N /*A set of automata, each2
Ni ∈ N corresponds to process
languages L(M)|Ai */
forall M ∈M do3
/*R is the set of races based on
M detected using the original
algorithm in [4]. In the
process, matrix C, giving the
enforced order, and indexes of
events are stored for further
usage. */
R = detectOriginalRaces()4
forall [e, f ] ∈ R do5
if (msg−1(f) on a user process) &&6
(e on system process) then
if isRaceOfSpec((a, b))/*Check7
if [e, f ] is a race of M */
then8
/*Insert the race causing
controllability
problems into R′ */
insert ([e, f ], R′)9
end10
end11
end12
end13
Algorithm 1: Detecting races that cause control-
lability problems
Proposition 5.4. Given an MSC specification M
with a finite set of events, the output R′ of Algorithm 1
is the set of races which cause controllability problems
of timing. The output R′ is empty if M is free of
controllability problems of timing.
Proof. We use a two-step approach to prove the
correctness of Algorithm 1. We first prove the
termination of Algorithm 1. Second, we prove the
output is the set of races that cause controllability
problems of timing.
For the first step, functions detectOriginalRaces and
isRaceOfSpec called by Algorithm 1 terminate sinceM
contains a finite number of events. The two loops of
Algorithm 1 are controlled by the number of member
MSCs in M and the number of race in M, so the
two loops will only executed a finite number of time.
Therefore, the first step is established.
For the second step, the output R′ contains all the
races causing controllability problems of timing. This is
based on the fact that Algorithm 1 is designed following
Proposition 5.1. The correctness of output follows
Proposition 5.1.
The following proposition states the computational
complexity of Algorithm 1.
Proposition 5.5. Given an MSC specification M
with l MSCs and each with at most n events, the
computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(ln3).
Proof. The computational complexity of detectOrigi-
nalRaces is O(n2) [4]. According to the definition of
race in an MSC, the upper bound on the number of
races in M is n2. Process languages of MSC spec-
ifications with a finite number of member MSCs can
be represented as automata without cycles. It is clear
that the construction of N is linear in the total number
of events. Function isRaceOfSpec can thus be imple-
mented by checking whether ub, where b = l(f), is a
prefix of a word which is accepted by the corresponding
automaton in N . The complexity of this step is linear
in the length of ub which is O(n) since the upper bound
of the length is n. Therefore, the computational com-
plexity of the inner loop is O(n2 × n) = O(n3). The
computational complexity of the algorithm inside the
outer loop is O(n3) + O(n2) = O(n3). Therefore, the
computational complexity of the outer loop is O(ln3)
since there are l MSCs in M. The overall computa-
tional complexity is therefore O(ln3). The proposition
is established.
It is clear that controllability problems of timing
cannot be avoided under local observability and all
controllability problems caused by races in R′ can be
avoided under global observability. Algorithm 2 checks
whether controllability problems caused by races in R′
can be avoided under tester observability.
Algorithm 2 first calculates the transitive closures
of visual order of every member MSC with the same
technique used in the original algorithm for race
detection in MSCs [4] and stores this in V (Line
2). Lines 5-20 check whether the controllability
problems caused by race [e, f ] can be avoided according
to Proposition 5.2. It checks whether there is an
observable event enforced after e and visually not
behind msg−1(f), including e. If there is such an event,
the controllability problems caused by [e, f ] can be
avoided otherwise it will be added into R′′. Therefore, if
R′′ is empty at the end, it means that all controllability
problems are avoidable with the given observability.
The computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is stated
in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.6. Given an MSC specification M
with l MSCs, each having at most n events, the
computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(ln2+n3).
Proof. The complexity of computing each transitive
closure of visual order V is O(n2) using the same
approach to calculate the transitive closure of the
enforced order [4]. Therefore, the computational
complexity of Line 2 is O(ln2) since there are l member
MSCs. The upper bound on the number of races
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Input: R′
/*R′ is the set of races detected by
Algorithm 1 */
Output: R′′
/*Races that lead to controllability
problems that cannot be avoided. */
Initialise R′′1
calculate and store V for each M ∈M2
/*V is the transitive closure of
visual order of an MSC */
forall [e, f ] ∈ R′ /* i and j are the3
indexes of e and msg−1(f),
respectively. */
do4
if e is not observable then5
isObservable = false6
forall x ∈ E /* k is the index7
of x */
do8
if C[i][k] = true &&9
V [j][k] 6= true/*C is a
matrix which stores the
enforced order of M
calculated in Algorithm 1
*/
then10
if x is observable then11
isObservable = true12
break13
end14
end15
end16
if isObservable = false then17
insert([e, f ], R′′)18
end19
end20
end21
Algorithm 2: Determining whether controllability
problems of timing can be avoided
in R′ is n2 and the upper bound of the number of
events that have to be checked in the inner loop
(Line 7-16) is n. The computational complexity of
the loop is thus O(n2 × n) = O(n3). Therefore, the
overall computational complexity is O(ln2 + n3). The
proposition is established.
6. CONTROLLABILITY PROBLEMS OF
CHOICE
In this section we first define controllability problems
of choice and non-local choice in MSC specifications.
We then derive the relationship between controllability
problems of choice and non-local choice. Finally, an
algorithm is provided to detect non-local choices that
cause controllability problems of choice.
The Type 2 problematic test scenarios are caused
m1
U1 U2P1 P2
M1
U1 U2P1 P2
M2
m2
FIGURE 10. Non-local choice with terminations
by testers making particular decisions on choices.
Therefore, we call them controllability problems of
choice.
Definition 6.1. (Controllability Problems of
Choice) Given an MSC specification M, its MSC test
case T has controllability problems of choice if testers
may lead to Type 2 problematic test scenarios.
6.1. Non-local choices
A non-local choice can be described as a choice that
depends on information from other processes, but
the information is not accessible due to the local
assumption. Here, the local assumption is that a
process is prevented from directly accessing the status
of other processes. Generally, a choice is between two
event labels. There is a special case that a choice may
happen between the termination of a process and an
event label.
Example (Non-local choice with a termination
of process) Consider MSC specification M5 with two
member MSCs M1 and M2 shown in Figure 10. Both
user processes have problems in deciding whether to
send a message or terminate the processes directly.
For instance, U2 should send m2 if U1 has sent m1.
However, U2 has no observability of the events on U1, so
there is a non-local choice between !m2 and termination
of U2.
To explicitly describe choices between the termina-
tion of a process and other events, we include termina-
tions into the alphabet of MSC languages [31] and so L′
is used to denote the MSC language extended with an
alphabet of terminations of processes, represented by
↓P= {↓i: Pi ∈ P}. The formal definition of non-local
choices based on Definition 2.4 is as follows.
Definition 6.2. (Non-local Choice [31]) Given an
MSC specification M, a non-local choice is a choice
(w, x, y) on Pi, such that there exists a word v ∈
pref(L′(M)), where v|Ai = w, vx ∈ pref(L′(M)), vy
is well-formed and vy /∈ pref(L′(M)).
It has been shown that a non-local choice results in
implied scenarios [31].
Definition 6.3. (Implied Scenarios [31]) w
represents an implied scenario of M if w is a well-
formed word and for each w|Ai i ∈ [n], a word v ∈
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pref(L′(M)) exists such that w|Ai = v|Ai, but w /∈
pref(L′(M)).
The concept of implied scenarios was identified in
the research on synthesising automata from MSCs [48].5
In [48], an MSC specification M with a finite number
of member MSCs is said to be safely realisable if and
only if there exists a synthesised model whose behaviour
contains no implied scenarios. It is clear that we have
also the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. An MSC specification has no
implied scenarios if and only if it is safely realisable.
The relationship between non-local choice and
implied scenarios can be established.
Proposition 6.2. An MSC specification is non-local
choice free if and only if it does not lead to implied
scenarios.
Proof. According to Proposition 23 in [31], we know
that an MSC specification is non-local choice free if and
only if it is safely realisable. Moreover, Proposition
6.1 shows that an MSC specification has no implied
scenarios if and only if it is safely realisable. The
proposition is established.
By comparing the definition of Type 2 problematic
test scenarios and implied scenarios, it is clear that
Type 2 problematic test scenarios are implied scenarios
with the restriction that the first event violating the
specification is on a user process and is a send event.
6.2. Non-local choice and controllability prob-
lems
It appears that controllability problems of choice
are actually caused by non-local choices in MSC
specifications.
Example (Non-local choice and controllability
problems) Consider again an MSC specification M1
with two member MSCs, M1 and M2 given in Figure 2.
There are non-local choices on U1 and U2 according to
Definition 6.2. (ε, ?m4, !m1) is a non-local choice on U1
since we can find !m3?m3!m4?m4 ∈ pref(L(M1)) but
!m3?m3!m4!m1 /∈ pref(L(M1)); (ε, ?m2, !m3) is a non-
local choice on U2 since we can find !m1?m1!m2?m2 ∈
pref(L(M1)) but !m1?m1!m2!m3 /∈ pref(L(M1)).
These non-local choices lead to an implied scenario,
M3 given in Figure 2, according to Proposition 6.2.
Under local observability, M3 is a problematic test
scenario.
However, some non-local choices do not lead to
controllability problems. Obviously, non-local choices
on system processes do not cause controllability
problems.
5The definition of implied scenarios in this paper involves
deadlock scenarios described in [48].
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FIGURE 11. Non-local choice not leading to
controllability problems
Example (Non-local choice on user process) MSC
specification M6 given in Figure 11 contains two
MSCs M1 and M2. There is a non-local choice
on P2: (?m2, !m3, !m5) since !m1?m1!m2?m2!m3 ∈
pref(L(M6)) but !m4?m4!m2?m2!m3 /∈ pref(L(M6)),
but it is on a system process.
Non-local choice (w, x, y) causes no controllability
problems of choice if y ∈ R in a non-local choice
(w, x, y). This is because the tester does not control
the receiving of a message.
Example Reconsider MSC specification M3 given
in Figure 6 with two MSC M1 and M2. There
is a non-local choice (ε, ?m1, ?m2) on U1 and it
leads to a implied scenario M3 shown in the same
figure. However, this non-local choice does not cause
controllability problems of choice because it involves U1
receiving a message.
Whether a non-local choice causes controllability
problems also depends on the type of observability
applied.
Example (Controllability problems of choice
only with local observability) Reconsider MSC
specifications M1 and M2 in Figures 2 and 5. For
controllability problems in M1, once U1 or U2 sends
the first message, the other tester is aware of this with
tester observability. For M2, U2 knows what has been
sent from U1 to P1, so it will choose the right message
to send accordingly.
In fact, the problematic test scenarios under local
observability may be automatically ruled out by the test
cases generated with tester observability.
Example (Problematic test scenarios avoided by
tester observability) Consider MSC specificationM1
in Figures 2. Let the process index for U1 and U2
be 1 and 2, the test case is thus (L1, L2) and L1 =
L2 = {!m1?m2, !m3?m4} with tester observability. At
the beginning of a test run, U1 and U2 both can
choose to send messages. However, once one of the
testers sends a message, the other tester is restricted to
receiving the corresponding message. This is because,
for example, after U1 sends m1, U2 cannot send m3
otherwise it will violate the test case generated with
tester observability.
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FIGURE 12. A controllability problems of choice with
tester observability
There are non-local choices that cause controllability
problems of choice with tester controllability.
Example (Controllability problems of choice
with tester observability) Consider an MSC
specification M7 given in Figure 12. This specification
is similar toM1 given in Figure 2. The difference is that
the right most process inM7 is a system process. With
tester observability, the tester cannot observe events on
P2, so after P2 sends m3, the choice to send m1 is
still open for tester U1. Therefore, the non-local choice
on U1, (ε, ?m4, !m1), may lead to an implied scenario
!m3!m1 which is also a problematic test scenario.
To conclude, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6.3. The test case T of an MSC
specification M has controllability problems of choice if
and only if there is a non-local choice (u, x, y) on user
process Pi and y ∈ AS such that the non-local choice
leads to an implied scenario wy such that w|Ai = u and
wy|Ai ∈ pref(Li).
Proof. For the forward direction, let us suppose that the
test case has controllability problems of choice. We then
show that there is a non-local choice (u, x, y) on a user
process Pi and y ∈ AS and (u, x, y) leads to an implied
scenario wy such that wy|Ai ∈ pref(Li). The test case
having controllability problems of choice means that it
causes a Type 2 problematic test scenario according
to Definition 6.1. Let us use wy /∈ pref(L(M)) to
represent the problematic test scenario. We have
wy|Ai ∈ pref(Li) according to Definition 4.1. This
implies that wy|Ai ∈ pref(L(M)). Therefore, wy is
an implied scenario according to Definition 6.3. In
addition, according to Proposition 6.2, there is a non-
local choice on Pi that can be represented as (u, x, y),
where x ∈ Ai for implied scenario wy. Finally, by
Definitions 6.1 and 4.1, y is sending of a message and
in alphabet AS . The forward direction is established.
For the converse direction, it is clear that an
implied scenarios wy can be constructed from the non
local choice where w|Ai = u. wy is a problematic
test scenario since wy /∈ pref(L(M)) and y ∈ AS .
Therefore, a non-local choice on a user process causes a
controllability problem.
The proposition states that only non-local choices
on user processes such that the tester observations
are consistent with the specification will cause
controllability problems. In addition, the condition
y ∈ AS means that the non-local choice should involve
a sending of a message. This proposition applies
with all notions of observability since Ai changes with
corresponding observability. In particular, we have the
following proposition with global observability.
Proposition 6.4. No non-local choice causes con-
trollability problems with global observability.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.3 and the
fact that all events are observable with global
observability.
6.3. Algorithm
We can now derive an algorithm to check whether a
test case is free of controllability problems of choice
and detect non-local choices that cause controllability
problems of choice. This algorithm is developed based
on the non-local choice detection algorithm in [31]. The
algorithm in [31] was an extension of the algorithm
for checking whether an MSC specification is safely
realisable [48]. After running the algorithm in [31],
a set of non-local choices N is found for the given
MSC specification M. Algorithm 3 checks the set of
non-local choice based on Proposition 6.3. The input
of Algorithm 3 is M. The output is the set of non-
local choices which lead to controllability problems of
choice in the test case generated with a given type of
observability. The test case T of MSC specification M
is free of controllability problems of choice if the output
is empty.
Given an MSC specification M = {Mi : 0 < i ≤ k}
with k MSCs, a non-local choice (w, x, y) on Pj is
actually formed by two member MSCs Ms and Mt
where 0 < s < t ≤ k. w is the common prefix on Pj
of Ms and Mt. After w, x and y describe two possible
behaviours according to the process language L(M)|Ai.
At line 4 of the algorithm, two partial MSCs M ′s and
M ′t are recovered from x and y. M
′
s contains all events
visually before x in Ms and M
′
t contains all events
visually before y in Mt. Let Ed be the set of events in
Ms but not in Mt, we thus can decide whether the non-
local choice causes controllability problems by checking
whether there is an event in Ed that is observable
according to the corresponding observability. If an
event in Ed is observable, then the non-local choice does
not cause a controllability problem.
We have following proposition to state the computa-
tional complexity of Algorithm 3.
Proposition 6.5. Given an MSC specification with r
events, k processes, l MSCs, each with at most n events
and containing q non-local choices, the computational
complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(l2k + rk + qn).
Proof. We know that it is possible to detect the non-
local choices in an MSC specification with l MSCs, k
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Input: M
Output: N ′ /*non-local choices that
lead to controllability problems.*/
Initialise N ′1
N = detectNonLocalChoice() /*N is the2
set of non-local choices found
using the algorithm in [31] */
forall (w, x, y) ∈ N with y ∈ AS do3
Compute partial MSCs M ′s and M
′
t4
leadToCP = true;5
forall e ∈ Ed /* Ed is the set of6
events that appear in M ′t but
not in M ′s */
do7
if e is observable then8
leadToCP = false9
end10
end11
if leadToCP = true then12
/*Insert the non-local choice
causing controllability
problems into N ′ */
insert ((w, x, y), N ′)13
end14
end15
Algorithm 3: Justify whether non-local choices
cause controllability problems
processes and r events in time O(l2k + rk) [48, 31].
The computational complexity of Algorithm 3 depends
on the number of events in Ed. We know that the
upper bound of the number is n. In addition, from
an event such as x, the corresponding M ′s can be
computed in time linear in the number of events in
Ms. The upper bound of the number is also n. The
computational complexity of the loop in Algorithm 3 is
thus O(qn) when the number of non-local choice in N
is q. Therefore, the overall computational complexity
of detecting non-local choices that cause controllability
problems is O(l2k + rk + qn)
7. OVERCOMING CONTROLLABILITY
PROBLEMS
In practice, different techniques proposed in the
literature can be used to overcome controllability
problems that occur in MSC-based testing, for example,
monitoring systems [49], status messages [51] and a
coordination service [46]. In this section, we propose
to use both status messages and a coordination service
to tackle the controllability problems in MSC-based
testing.
The coordination service collects the status informa-
tion from all testers and, if possible, also from system
processes. The coordination service thus can provide di-
rection to testers when they come across controllability
problems.
Coordination service CS can be implemented as a
component on one of the testers. This makes the tester
a coordination tester. CS receives status updates from
each process after the changes of status of each tester or
system process. Status updates can be implemented as
status messages. Status messages are sent to CS from
testers and SUT processes after every communication
event happens. In this way, CS can build an overview
of the current test scenario. However, some additional
routines need to be developed to help overcoming
controllability problems.
7.1. Avoiding controllability problems of tim-
ing
According to Propositions 5.2 and Proposition 5.3,
controllability problems of timing may be avoided if
enforced orders can be introduced between specific
pairs of observable events in the MSC specification.
More specific, let us suppose that race [e, f ] causes a
controllability problem, if we can introduce an enforced
order between event x which is enforced after e but
not visually after msg−1(f) (the sending of a message
from a tester leading to the receive event f), the
controllability problem can be overcome.
If CS receives status messages only from testers,
a given pair of events, x and msg−1(f), are on two
different testers, Ti and Tj , respectively. The enforced
order between the two events can be achieved as
follows. The tester Tj , which will send event msg
−1(f),
waits until it receives permission from CS; CS sends
permission once it has received the update that event
x has happened on the other tester Ti. The correctness
of using CS to overcome avoidable controllability
problems of timing is stated in Proposition 7.1. We note
that the proofs of correctnesses of overcoming other
controllability problems are similar.
Proposition 7.1. Let us suppose that M is an
MSC specification and test case T for M has set C
of controllability problems of timing. Controllability
problems of M can be avoided by using a coordination
service CS which receives update messages and sends
coordination messages from testers.
Proof. Given MSC specificationM and its test case T ,
to prove that controllability problems of timing can be
avoided by coordination service CS, we consider CS as
an additional user process. A new MSC specification
M′ including process CS is thus formed from M. We
then prove the test case T ′ of M′ formed considering
CS as a tester contains no avoidable controllability
problem of timing. We prove the proposition in two
steps. First we show that no new controllability
problems of timing will be introduced in T ′. Second,
existing races that causes controllability problems of
timing in T have been removed.
For the first step, messages between CS and other
user processes will not introduce any event on system
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processes of M′. In addition, the introduction of CS
adds events into the partial order of member MSCs
of M′, so no enforced order in member MSCs of M
is reduced. Therefore, no race on system processes is
added. Therefore, no new controllability problems of
timing will be introduced in T ′.
For the second step, let c be any controllability
problem in C which is caused by a race [e, f ] on a
system process. Let x be the observable event where
e ∗ x ∧msg−1(f) 6<∗ x on tester Ti and msg−1(f)
is on Tj since c is avoidable. Let Ti send update mx
to CS after x happens and CS sends a coordination
message mf to Tj after it receives mx. We thus have
x !mx, !mx ?mx, ?mx !mf , !mf ?mf and
?mf  msg−1(f). Consequently, e  f and the pair
of events no longer forms a race in M′. Therefore, e
and f do not form a controllability problem of timing
in T ′ and the second step is established.
If CS also receives status messages from system
processes, x can be e in the problematic race [e, f ]. In
this case, CS sends permission to the tester which sends
event msg−1(f) once it receives the update that e has
happened.
In the routine described above, the premise is that
testers and CS know the pairs of x and msg−1(f).
This can be achieved by running a variant of Algorithm
2 which calculates the problematic races [e, f ]. The
only modification is that x and msg−1(f) are output
after line 12 and this modification does not change the
complexity of the original algorithm.
7.2. Overcoming controllability problems of
choice with better observability
The number of controllability problems of choices can
be reduced if testers have better observabilities as
explained in Section 6. According to Propositions 6.3
and 6.4, it is clear that there are most controllability
problems with local observability, some controllability
problems with local observability do not happen with
tester observability and there are no controllability
problems if testers have global controllability. With the
help of CS, we can achieve a similar effect on reducing
controllability problems of choice as all testers have
tester observability or global observability.
Let us suppose that (u, x, y) is a non-local choice on
Pi that causes a controllability problem of choice with
local observability. (u, x, y) is thus a choice on the tester
simulating Pi and y is a send event.
With CS receiving status messages from all testers,
the tester simulating Pi can overcome the controllability
problems as follows. When the tester comes across non-
local choice (u, x, y) and it considers sending message,
y, which may lead to a problematic test scenario, the
tester is required to send a request to CS before it
sends y. Once CS receives such a request, it checks
whether y will lead to a problematic test scenario
by constructing wy where w is the word representing
the current running test scenario. w is maintained
by CS based on previous status messages. With
the assumption that an MSC specification contains a
finite set of MSCs, checking whether wy represents a
problematic test scenario can be solved in time that is
linear in the number of events in wy. Having checked
whether the sending of y will lead to a problematic
scenario, CS responds to the request from the tester.
If all system processes send status messages to
CS, testers can overcome all controllability problems
under local observability. Once CS receives a request
regarding a problematic non-local choice, CS checks
whether it leads to an implied scenario according to
the specification.
This solution is based on all non-local choices under
local observability being known by testers, so that
they can send coordination requests to CS. For
an MSC specification with a finite number of MSCs,
problematic non-local choices under local observability
can be efficiently calculated using Algorithm 3.
8. DISCUSSION
In discussing controllability problems in previous sec-
tions, we assumed that communications are asyn-
chronous and non-FIFO. In fact, it is not difficult to
extend the corresponding results to other types of com-
munication if corresponding races and non-local choices
are detectable.
Let us consider the controllability problems with
FIFO communications as an example. Obviously,
it is reasonable to assume that the communications
described in the MSC specifications do not violate FIFO
rule. Some of the Type 1 problematic test scenarios
which may happen with the non-FIFO communication
do not happen with the FIFO communication. This is
because the FIFO rule introduces additional enforced
order pairs among MSC events and these additional
orders may reduce races in MSC specifications.
Formally, with the FIFO communication, enforced
order of an MSC can be defined as follows.
Definition 8.1. (Enforced Order with FIFO)
Given an MSC M with set E of events, the transitive
closure of the relation,  =˙ {(x, y) ∈< : y =
msg(x) ∨ (y ∈ S ∧ p(x) = p(y))} ∪ {(x, y) : x, y ∈ E ∧
msg−1(x) < msg−1(y) ∧ p(x) = p(y) ∧ p(msg−1(x)) =
p(msg−1(y))}, is the enforced order of M with the FIFO
communication.
Example (FIFO communication) M2 in Figure 4
does not cause Type 1 problematic test scenarios. With
the modified enforced order, events ?m1 and ?m3 in M2
of Figure 4 do not form a race since m1 always arrives
at P1 before m3 with the FIFO communication.
Races in an MSC specification may change when the
nature of communication changes to FIFO, but this
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does not invalid Proposition 5.1 since the proposition
is based on detected races. In addition, Algorithms 1
and 2 are also applicable. This is because the change of
communication only affects function detectOrininalRace
and the enforced order referred to by the algorithms.
For the controllability problems of choice, we notice
that implied scenarios may violate the FIFO rule.
Example (Implied scenarios violating FIFO
communication) Consider MSC specification M3
given in Figure 6, the implied scenario M3 violates the
FIFO rule.
However, the type of non-local choices as shown
in the example do not lead to Type 2 problematic
test scenarios according to Definition 4.1 in which
it is required that the problematic option should
be a positive behaviour. Actually, we can show
that Proposition 6.3 and Algorithm 3 apply to the
FIFO communication. Let us suppose that non-local
choice (u, x, y) of MSC specification M causes Type
2 problematic test scenarios. y ∈ AS and a word w
can be found such that wx ∈ pref(L(M)) but wy /∈
pref(L(M)). Obviously, u does not violate the FIFO
rule because it is a prefix of an MSC that satisfies the
FIFO assumption. It is clear that uy does not form
a scenario that violates the FIFO rule since y is a
send label. Therefore, non-local choice (u, x, y) with
y ∈ AS causes Type 2 problematic test scenarios with
the FIFO communication. Proposition 6.3 applies to
the FIFO communication. Consequently, Algorithm
3 is applicable for checking whether non-local choices
in MSC specifications cause controllability problems of
choice with the FIFO communication.
9. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated controllability problems that
might happen when testing distributed system based
on MSC specifications. The analysis was based on an
MSC conformance testing architecture in which there
are multiple testers and system processes. In addition,
three different types of observability (local, tester and
global) were considered. The results could be used
when analysing an MSC specification of the SUT, where
we wish to test based on the entire specification, or
when considering test cases defined using MSCs. Both
situations are highly relevant since MSCs (and SDs)
are widely used to model distributed systems but also
to describe test cases.
We showed that there are only two types of
controllability problems: controllability problems of
timing and controllability problems of choice. We
showed that one important type of pathology of MSC,
race, causes controllability problems of timing and
another type of pathology, non-local choice, causes
controllability problems of choice. Moreover, not
all races and non-local choices lead to controllability
problems. In addition, some controllability problems
of timing with local observability can be avoided with
tester observability and all controllability problems
of timing can be avoided if testers have global
observability. For controllability problems of choice, we
showed that some non-local choices cause problems with
local observability but not with tester observability;
if testers have global observability, there are no
controllability problems of choice in MSC test cases.
With the given relationships between MSC patholo-
gies and controllability problems, algorithms were de-
rived to capture controllability problems of timing and
choice. We introduced Algorithm 1 to find races that
cause controllability problems of timing based on the
race detection algorithm in [4]. The result of Algorithm
1 is then input to Algorithm 2 to determine whether
the detected controllability problems of timing can be
avoided with better observability. The algorithm for
controllability problems of choice was derived from two
algorithms: one checks the safe realisability of an MSC
specification with a finite number of MSCs [48] and the
other detects all non-local choices in such an MSC spec-
ification [31]. We showed that all of the algorithms had
polynomial time complexity. This means that the con-
trollability problems of test cases of MSC specifications
with a finite member MSCs can be efficient resolved.
In practice, controllability problems can be overcome
by different techniques. We showed that a coordination
service with status messages could be used to alleviate
the controllability problems in testing with MSCs. In
the proposed approach, races and non-local choices
that lead to controllability problems were calculated
before the testing process and this can be achieved
by applying the algorithms provided in this paper.
With the knowledge of the existing controllability
problems, coordination messages between testers and
a coordination service were transmitted in run-time to
coordinate the behaviour of testers.
We note that the algorithms apply to MSC
specifications with a finite number of MSCs. With more
complex MSC specifications such as high-level MSCs
(HMSCs) which may have an infinite number of MSCs,
the algorithms may need further improvements. It has
been shown that detecting races and non-local choices
in complex MSC specification are EXSPACE-hard
problems [28, 52]. We might solve the controllability
problems of MSCs in complex MSCs by adding
restrictions. For example, restricting the number of
unfoldings of the loops in HMSCs specifications. In
addition, Interaction Diagrams (IDs) of UML 2.0 have
become a popular modelling language in the software
industry. It would be worth extending current work
to IDs. However, it has been shown that there are
significant differences between IDs and MSCs [53, 54].
Finally, an MSC-based testing tool which implements
algorithms and coordination services proposed in this
paper would have been a nice contribution.
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